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ABSTRACT
This document is a description of and users manual for
a USA FORTRAN IV computer program which determines
boundary conditions for a thin wing lifting surface
program. This program, the geometry program, and
several other programs are used together in the
analysis of lifting, thin wings in steady, subsonic
flow according to a kernel function lifting surface
theory. The program calculates specific types. of
boundary conditions completely automatically such as
those necessary to determine pitch and roll damping
derivatives. The program also accepts descriptions of
the camber or downwash and twist in the form of tables
and/or coefficients of equations. The program performs
interpolations so that tables and/or coefficients can
apply at stations selected by the user and not at
stations dictated by the control point locations. The
program uses Information stored on a geometry file and,
optionally, on an influence matrix file. The boundary
conditions that it calculates are stored on a boundary
condition file. An equation solving program will read
the influence matrix and boundary condition files and
determine the coefficients in the expansion for the
lifting pressure distribution.
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1 NTRODUCTION
This document is a description of and users manual for
a USA FORTRAN IV computer program which determines
boundary conditions for a thin wing lifting surface
program. This program, the geometry program, and
several other programs are used together in the
analysis of lifting, thin wings in steady, subsonic
flow according to a kernel function lifting surface
theory. The program calculates specific tynes of
boundary conditions completely automatically such as
those necessary to determine pitch and roll damping
derivatives. The program also accepts descriptions of
the camber or downwash and twist in the form of tables
and/or coefficients of equations. The program performs
interpolations so that tables and/or coefficients can
apply at stations selected by the user and not at
stations dictated by the control point locations. The
program uses Information stored on a geometry file and,
optionally, on an influence matrix file. The boundary
conditions that it calculates are stored on a boundary
condition file. An equation solving program will read
the influence matrix and boundary condition files and
determine the coefficients in the expansion for the
lifting pressure distribution.
Questions concerning either this document or the
computer program or the associated computer programs
should be directed to:
R. T. Medan
Mall Stop 247-1
Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, Ca., 94035
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2 USER'S INSTRUCTIONS
2.1 INITIAL SETUP FOR AMES' TSS SYSTEM
For either batch or conversational processing the
following TSS commands must be given. These commands
are required once and only once for each user ID.
The first three commands create the identification
number file named I)FILE. This file contains four
zeroes in binary form.
SHARE MEDAN,FSARTM,INInFILE
CDS MEDAN,IDFILE
DELETE MEDAN
SHARE MEDANFSARTM,LSPROG.V1
2.2 CONVERSATIONAL USE ON AMES' TSS SYSTEM
All integer data should be entered in a 1615
format, all floating point data in 8F10.0
format, and all logical data in 10L1 format.
See section 8 for an example of a terminal
session.
USER: After logging on enter the following:
AMES USYSLIB
JOBLIBS SYSULIB
JBLB MEDAN
It isn't necessary to issue DDEFs for anything
except the input data since the program issues
them using the subroutines AIMFIL, GEMFII, and
BCFIL.
USER: CALL BC$
PROG: ENTER BATCH
USER: Enter carriage return for conversational mode.
PROG: ENTER INPUT DEVICE NUMBER
USER: Hit carriage return for terminal input.
Otherwise input starting with (RCS) will be
from a dataset on disk as referenced by the
input device number. This number must be a
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positive integer from 1 through 99 excluding
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11. This dataset must
be named in a DDEF statement or else AMES' TSS
will expect terminal input. If this method of
input is used, then the program will not give
conversational prompts for the data starting
with (BCS).
To terminate execution, enter a negative
number.
PROG: ENTER ODISK
USER: For terminal output enter carriage return.
For output to a disk file enter a positive
non-zero number less than 10. For TSS the
output will be found on the file named
OUTPUT.BC.Nj where X is the numerical value of
ODISK. The program issues Its own DDEF
commands for the output file so no control
cards are needed. This output is written on
logical unit 4.
PROG: ENTER ID1,ID2
USER: Enter identification numbers.
ID1-- Identification number of the geometry
file. If a negative number is entered, then
the most recent geometry file will be used.
Enter zero to terminate execution.
ID2--Identification number of AIM file. Enter
a nonzero number only if the control points
have been changed by the influence matrix
program. If a negative number is entered,
then the most recent AIM file will be used.
Enter zero If no AIM file has been created or
if the control points have not been changed by
the influence matrix program.
PROG: ENTER (BCS)/(BCAS)/PRINTA,PRINTB,NSTORE
USER: Enter the array (BCS), carriage return.
Enter the array (BCAS), carriage return.
Enter PRINTA, PRINTB, NSTORE.
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Each element of (RCS) and (BCAS) corresponds
to a different downwash condition. A true
value means that the corresponding boundary
condition will be calculated and, If NSTORE is
.FALSE., then written on a.file for use in the
equation solving program. Both arrays are
read and acted upon If the wing is symmetric
or unsymmetric. In the latter case the
boundary condition will be calculated for the
entire wing. See section 3 for a description
of the types of cases referenced by (RCS) and
(BCAS) and for auxilliary inout required for
each element of (RCS) and (BCAS).
PRINTA is a logical variable which should be
set to .TRUE. if all the downwash modes which
are calculated should also be printed
(regardless of the value of PRINTR). PRINTR
is a logical variable which should be set to
.TRUE. If the 5th-10th symmetric and the
3rd-10th unsymmetric modes which are
calculated should also be printed. NSTORF is
a logical variable which should be set to
.TRUE. if the boundary conditions should be
calculated but not stored.
PROG: ENTER LL (if there is a flap or flaps)
USER: Enter LL.
LL is the number of times that subroutine
FLPDWN will intergrate to find the flan
downwash mode or modes. Successive
integrations will use more points than
previous ones up to a maximum of JJMIAX, the
maximum number of integration stations
available from the geometry file. Only the
results for the largest number of integration
points will be retained and written on the
boundary condition file.
PROG: The program will ask for auxilliary
information (if any) required for the various
cases referred to by (RCS) and (BAS). See
section 3 for the auxilliary information
required. After this is done, the program
will loop back to the point in the main
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program at which the Input device number is
requested. The user can run another case at
this point or else enter a negative number to
terminate execution.
2.3 AMES' TSS BATCH JOBS
The batch mode operates the same as the
conversational mode with the following exceptions:
(1) A "T" should be put In column 1 of the first
card.
(2) The input device number must not be entered
since all input in this case is assumed to originate
on unit 5.
(3) ODISK must not be entered since .the program
assumes all output should go onto unit 6.
(4) To terminate execution in the batch mode, enter
zero for 101 (i.e. a blank card at the end of the
input deck of the final case).
2.4 CONVERSION TO OTHER COMPUTERS
Remove all calls to GEMFIL, BCFIL, AIMFII, OREY, and
CVRT and use appropriate control cards. These
subroutines issue DrEFs and RELEASE commands making
control cards unnecessary on TSS. Only the main
program needs to be changed. These, hopefully, are
the only changes that need to be made since
considerable effort was made to program in standard
FORTRAN.
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3 DOWNWASH DISTRIBUTIONS
In the following explanations of the downwash modes,
XSI and ETA are chordwise and streamwise coordinates,
respectively, normalized by .the effective semi-span
(the semispan after yawing). Any Input required is
prompted for in the conversational mode, if input is
from the terminal.
3.1 BCS(1) uniform mode
ALFA(XSI,ETA)=1.
INPUT REQUIRED: NONE
3.2 BCS(2) pitching mode
ALFA(XSI,ETA)=(XSI/BRAT-XSICM)/CBARRR where
XSICM=center of mass or other reference position.
XSICM is to be given in the coordinate system fixed
to the wing while XSI is in the wind-centered
coordinate system This mode corresponds to a
non-dimensional pitch rate of 1. The solution for
this mode gives the wing contribution to the Q
stability derivatives (in the wind centered
coordinate system). BRAT is the ratio of effective
to actual semispan (ref. 1).
INPUT REQUIRED: XSICH
3.3 BCS(3) linear, symmetric twist mode
ALFA(XSIETA)=ABS(ETA)/BRAT
INPUT REQUIRED: NONE
3.4 BCS(4) parabolic, symmetric twist mode
ALFA(XSI,ETA)=(ETA/BRAT)**2
INPUT REQUIRED: NONE
3.5 BCS(5) residual flap downwash mode.
If there are 2 flaps, then this mode is for the
symmetric deflection of both. Refer to NASA TN
D-7251 and to subroutine FLPDWN for further
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documentation. The flap downwash modes are the only
ones affected by the Mach number. The value of
BCS(5) and BCAS(3) will be ignored if there is no
flap data available from the geometry file.
3.6 BCS(6)-BCS(10)
These are modes for which tables and/or certain types
of coefficients will be read by the program. The
modes are defined by streamwise distributions
(coefficients or tables) at spanwise stations
selected by the user. These modes are assumed
symmetric only if the wing is. symmetric. See
subroutine BOUND for further documentation.
INPUT REQUIRED: SEE SECTION 4
3.7 BCAS(1) anti-symmetric uniform mode (zero at
center).
INPUT REQUIRED: NONE
3.8 BCAS(2) rolling mode (right tip down)
ALFA(XSI,ETA)=ETA/BRAT
This mode corresponds to a non-dimensional roll rate
of 1.0. The solution for this mode gives the wing
contribution to the quasi-static, P stahillity
derivatives (in the wind centered coordinate system).
INPUT REQUIRED: NONE
3.9 BCAS(3) anti-symmetric residual flap mode.
If the wing is unsymmetric, there is no need to
invoke this mode.
3.10 BCAS(4)-BCAS(10)
For a symmetric planform these modes are the
anti-symmetric counterpart of those referred to by
BCS(6)-BCS(10). For an unsymmetric wing the
treatment of these modes is the same as those
corresponding to BCS(6)-BCS(10).
INPUT REQUIRED: SEE SECTION 4
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4 INPUT FOR SUBROUTINE SLOPES
All Integer data should be entered in a 1615 format
and all floating point data in 8F10.0 format.
4.1 The following input items are requested each time
SUBROUTINE SLOPES is called, I.e. for each true value
of BCS(6)-BCS(10) and BCAS(4)-BCAS(10). See section
8 for examples on the use of subroutine SLOPES.
PROG: ENTER NSPSEC,ITYPES
USER: Enter NSPSEC, ITYPES.
NSPSEC is the number of spanwise sections at
which twist and/or camber data will be
supplied by the user.
ITYPES is the type of spanwise interpolation.
0 Implies straight line Interpolation.
40 implies that CODIM2 will be used(ref. 1).
PROG: ENTER XK (only if ITYPES40).
USER: Enter XK.
This Is an Interpolation control constant used
for the spanwise Interpolation when ITYPES0O.
A value of 0. will give linear interpolation
in the end intervals. A value of 1.0 will
give parabolic interpolation in the end
intervals. A value in between will give a
curve in between.
4.2 The data in this section will be requested a total of
NSPSEC times in the order given (I.e. ETA, TWIST;
ITYPEC; data required for specific value of ITYPEC;
ETA, TWIST; etc. repeated a total of NSPSFC times).
PROG: ENTER ETA, TWIST
USER: Enter ETA, TWIST.
ETA is the spanwise station at which the twist
and camber data apply. It may exceed 1 in
value In order to control the CODIM2
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interpolation near the ends if CODIM2 is used.
TWIST is the angle of twist In radians.
Positive twist will tend to increase the angle
of attack of the wing.
PROG: ENTER ITYPEC
USER: Enter ITYPEC.
ITYPEC denotes the type of chordwise slope
definition that the user will use.
4.2.1 ITYPEC=O
In this case there is no camber, just twist.
INPUT REQUIRED: None.
4.2.2 ITYPEC=1
In this case a set of polynomials in CHI
defines the slope distribution, which is the
derivative of z/chord with respect to CHI.
CHI is the local chordwise variable such that
O<CHI<1.
INPUT REQUIRED: NPOLS/CHIMtAXSCALE,CHIREF,
(NPOLS times)/POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS,
(NPOLS times).
NPOLS is the number of polynomials. CHIMAX
denotes the upper limit of the polynomial.
The default value is 1. SCALE is a scale
factor for the polynomial coefficients. The
default value is 1. CHIREF is the origin of
the polynomial. The degree of each polynomial
is limited to 8 or less. This data is
prompted for and entered in the following
manner:
PROG: ENTER NPOLS
USER: Enter NPOLS.
PROG: ENTER CHIMAX,SCALE,CHIREF/
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
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USER: Enter CHIMAX, SCALE, CHIREF, carriage return.
Enter POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS.
CHIMAX, SCALE, CHIREF, and the polynomial
coefficients will be requested a total of
NPOLS times.
4.2.3 ITYPEC=2
In this case a set of polynomials in CHI
defines the camber distribution (z/chord as a
function of CHI). This set of polynomials
will be differentiated to determine the slope,
so the leading coefficient in each polynomial
is actually irrelevant.
INPUT REQUIRED: NPOLS/CHIMAXSCALE,CHIREF,
(NPOLS times)/POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS,
(NPOLS times).
NPOLS is the number of polynomials. CHIMAX
denotes the upper limit of the polynomial.
The default value is 1. SCALE is a scale
factor for the polynomial coefficients. The
default value is 1. CHIREF is the origin of
the polynomial. The degree of each polynomial
Is limited to 8 or less. This data is
prompted for and entered in the following
manner:
PROG: ENTER NPOLS
USER: Enter NPOLS.
PROG: ENTER CHIMAX,SCALE,CHIREF/
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
USER: Enter CHIMAX, SCALE, CHIREF, carriage return.
Enter POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS.
CHIMAX, SCALE, CHIREF, and the polynomial
coefficients will be requested a total of
NPOLS times.
4.2.4 ITYPEC=3
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In this case a table of values defines the
slope distribution, the derivative of z/chord
with respect to CHI. Subroutine CODIM2 will
be used for the Interpolatton.
INPUT REQUIRED: SCALE, XKC/ table of (CHI,
ALFA) pairs.
SCALE is a scale factor for the table entries.
The default value is 1. XKC is the end point
interpolation control for CODIM2. If XKC=O.,
then straight lines will be used in the end
intervals. If XKC=1., then full parabolic
interpolation will be used in the end
intervals. A value in between will give a
curve in between. CHI is the local chordwise
variable such that 0<CHI<1 (values outside of
this range may, however, be entered in the
table to control the interpolation near the
end points). ALFA is the derivative of
z/chord with respect to CHI. A maximum of 40
,table entries are allowed not including
CH1>99.0, which is the value used to mark the
end of the table. This data is prompted for
and entered in the following manner:
PROG: ENTER TABLE SCALE FACTOR,A1(OR XKC),
AN(OR EPS),AND THE TABLE,(CHI=99.STOPS)
USER: Enter SCALE, XKC, carriage return.
Enter the (CHI, ALFA) table.
CHI and ALFA are pairs in the table. Each
pair goes on a separate line. or card.
CH1.99.0 marks the end of the table.
4.2.5 ITYPEC=4
In this case a table of values defines the
camber distribution. CODIM2 will be used to
determine the camber in the vicinity of the
control points. Then numerical
differentiation will be used to determine the
slopes.
INPUT REQUIRED: SCALE, XKC, EPS/ table of
(CHI, z/chord) values.
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SCALE is a scale factor.for the table entries.
The default value is 1. XKC is the end point
interpolation control for CODIM2. If XKC=0.,
then straight lines will be used In the end
intervals. If XKC=1., then full parabolic
interpolation will be used in the end
intervals. A value In between will give a
curve in between. EPS is used for numerical
differentiation of the camber distribution
determined by a table and CODI .2 (controlled
deviation interpolation method). The default
value is .005. CHI is the local chordwise
variable such that O(CHI<1 (values outside of
this range may, however, be entered in the
table to control the interpolation near the
end points). A maximum of 40 table entries
are allowed not including CH1>99.0, which is
the value used to mark the end of the table.
This data is prompted for and entered In the
following manner:
PROG: ENTER TABLE SCALE FACTOR,Al(OR XKC),
AN(OR EPS), AND THE TABLE,(CHI=99.STOPS)
USER: Enter SCALE, XKC, EPS, carriage return.
Enter the (CHI, z/c) table.
CHI and z/c are pairs in the table. Each pair
goes on a separate line or card. CH1>99.0
marks the end of the table.
4.2.6 ITYPEC=5
In this case a table of values defines the
slope distribution. Cubic spline fits will be
used to determine values at the chordwise
control stations. Two types of spline fits
are used. In the first (subroutine SPLIN1)
the end point derivatives are not used. In
the other (SPLIN2) the end point derivatives
are used. The latter program generally gives
a better fit.
INPUT REQUIRED: SCALE, Al, A2/table of (CHI,
ALFA) values.
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SCALE is a scale factor for the table entries.
The default value is 1. Al and AN are the
derivatives of the slope at the end points of
the table. Al and AN should be put in if
possible. If both.values are actually zero,
then input one as 1.E-30. If either is given,
then both must be given. If both- Al and A2
are zero then SPLIN1 will be used. Otherwise
SPLIN2 will be used. CHI is the local
chordwise variable such that 0(CHI<l (values
outside of this range may, however, be entered
in the table to control the interpolation near
the end points). ALFA is .the derivative of
z/chord with respect to CHI. A maximum of 40
table entries are allowed not including
CH199.0, which is the value used to mark the
end of the table. This data Is prompted for
and entered In the following manner:
PROG: ENTER TABLE SCALE FACTOR,A1(OR XKC),
AN(OR EPS), AND THE TABLE(CHI=99.STOPS)
USER: Enter SCALE, Al, AN, carriage return.
Enter table of (CHI, ALFA) values.
CHI and ALFA are pairs in the table. Each
pair goes on a separate line. or card.
CH1>99.0 marks the end of the table.
4.2.7 ITYPEC=6
In this case a table of values defines the
camber distribution. A cubic spline fit will
be determined for the table and then
differentiated to obtain the slopes. Two
types of spline fits are used. In the first
(subroutine SPLIN1) the end point derivatives
are not used. In the other (SPLIN2) the end
point derivatives are used. The latter
program generally gives a better fit.
INPUT REQUIRED: SCALE, Al, A2/table of (CHI,
z/chord) values.
SCALE is a scale factor for the table entries.
The default value is 1. Al and AN are the
slopes at the end points of the table. Al and
13
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AN should be put In if possible. If both
values are actually zero, then input one as
1.E-30. If either is given, then both must be
given. If both Al and A2 are zero then SPLIN1
will be used. Otherwise SPLIN2 will be used.
CHI is the local chordwise variable such that
0<CHIi<I (values outside of this range may,
however, be entered in the table to control
the interpolation near the end points). A
maximum of 40 table entries are allowed not-
including CHI299.0, which is the value used to
mark the end of the table. This data is
prompted for and entered in the following
manner:
PROG: ENTER TABLE SCALE FACTOR,A1(OR XKC),
AN(OR EPS), AND THE TABLE,(CHI=99.STOPS)
USER: Enter SCALE, Al, AN, carriage return.
Enter table of (CHI, ALFA) values.
CHI and ALFA are pairs in the table. Each
pair goes on a separate line or card.
CH1>99.0 marks the end of the table.
4.2.8 ITYPEC>6 or ITYPEC<O
This causes SUBROUTINE USLOPE to be called,
which is a program to be supplied by the user
in the situation that he wants to define the
chordwise slope distribution at some
particular spanwise station by a method
unavailable in subroutine SLOPES. See section
5.4 for an explanation of the argunents to
subroutine USLOPE.
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5 PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
5.1 MAIN PROGRAM
This program determines boundary conditions for a
thin wing lifting surface program. It uses
information stored on the geometry file and,
optionally, on the influence matrix file. The
boundary conditions that it calculates are stored on
a boundary condition file. An equation solving
program will read the influence matrix and bntoindry
condition files and deterrmine the coefficients in the
expansion for delta-c.p..
This program reads from the geometry file (unit 7),
the influence matrix file (unit. 11), and the
identification number file (unit 20). It writes on
the identification number file and the boundary
condition file (unit 8). See section 2 and 3 for
conversational and batch use.
Arrays ETA, STHETA, TANLEL, TANLER, TANTEL, TANTFR,
CORDIP, XSILIP, CHIFPI, C21P should be dimensioned at
least as large as JJMAX. Arrays NINDEX and ETACP
should be dimensioned at least as large as MM. ALFA
should be dimensioned as large as the number of
control points being used. CHICP should be
dimensioned as large as PP.
5.2 SUBROUTINE BOUND
This subroutine Is called by the main program to
determine downwash cases.
This subroutine writes on the boundary condition file
(unit 8). See section 2 for conversational and batch
use.
INPUT VARIABLES:
PP Number of CHICP values (i.e. the number of
chordwise control points)
(CHICP) An array containing chordwise stations at
which boundary conditions will be
determined.
MMP Number of spanwise control points on wing
for symmetric boundary conditions.
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MMPA Number of spanwise control points on wing
for antisymmetric boundary conditions.
(ETACP) Spanwise stations at which boundary
conditions will be determined.
CBARBR Ratio of chordwise reference length to
effective semispan.
BRAT The ratio of effective to actual semispan.
(BCS) An array of downwash condition indicators.
See section 3.
(BCAS) An array of downwash condition indicators.
See section 3.
FLAP Logical variable, whose value is to be
.TRUE. if there is a control surface (the
program currently does not support wings
with control surfaces, however).
PRINTA Logical variable whose value is .TRUE. if
all the downwash modes which are calculated
should be printed (regardless of the value
of PRINTB).
PRINTB Logical variable whose value is .TRUE. if
the 5th-10th symmetric and the 3rd-10th
unsymmetric modes which are calculated
should be printed.
NSTORE Logical variable whose value is .TRUE. if
the boundary conditions should be calculated
but not stored.
SYMM Logical variable whose value is .TRUE. If
the planform is symmetric.
CONV Logical variable whose value is .TRUE. in
conversational use.
CONV2 Logical variable whose value is .TRUE. for
conversational use when input is from the
terminal. CONV2 controls conversational
prompting.
UCI Unit number for conversational input.
UCO Unit number for conversational prompting.
U5 Unit number for input.
U6 Unit number for output.
U8 Unit number for boundary condition file.
JRATIO (JJMAX+1)/(MM+1), where MM a the number of
spanwise control points on the entire wing.
LL Number of times that subroutine FLPDWN
should intergrate to find the flap downwash
mode or modes. Subroutine FLPWN has not
been modified yet to be compatible with the
boundary condition program, however.
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OTHER ARGUMENTS:
(ALFA) Storage space for downwash modes.
(ALFACS) Storage space for flap downwash mode.
5.3 SUBROUTINE SLOPES
This subroutine is called by subroutine ROUND to
compute user supplied modes.
See sections 2 and 4 for conversational and batch
use.
The arrays A, B, C, L, G, E, and H should be
dimensioned as large as the number of table entries.
Arrays CHI and ALF should be dimensioned as large as
the number of table entries plus 1. The dimension of
the arrays TEST and CHIDUM should be as large as PP
and 2*PP, respectively. The dimension of ALFA3 must
be the maximum of 2*PP and NSMAX. NSMAX is the
maximum number of spanwise stations at which data
should be given. NSMAX is a dimension for ETA,
ALFA2, and ALFA3. NPPMAX is the first dimension for
ALFA2 and the maximum allowable value for PP.
INPUT VARIABLES:
U5 Unit number for input.
U6 Unit number for output.
UCO Unit number for conversational prompting.
CONV2 Logical variable whose value is .TREIF. for
conversational use and when input is from
the terminal.
(ETACP) Spanwise stations at which boundary
conditions will be determined.
(CHICP) Chordwise stations at which boundary
conditions will be determined.
MMU Number of ETACP values.
PP Number of CHICP values.
OUTPUT VARIABLES:
(ALFA) Downwash boundary condition at the control
points defined by ETACP and Ct;ICP.
17
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5.4 SUBROUTINE USLOPE
This subroutine is one which Is to be supplied by the
user in the case that he wants to define the
chordwise slope distribution at some particular
spanwise station by a method unavailable in
subroutine SLOPES. This subroutine will be called by
subroutine SLOPES whenever ITYPEC<O or ITYPEC>6. The
subroutine should return the actual slope values not
Including the twist. Subroutine SLOPES will appoly
the minus sign (because the induced downwash must
equal minus the slope) and then add in the twist.
INPUT VARIABLES:
U5 Unit number for input.
U6 Unit number for output.
UCO Unit number for conversational prompting.
CONV2 Logical variable whose value is .TRUE. for
conversational use and when input is from
the terminal. CONV2 controls
conversational prompting.
N The number of the spanwise section,
1(N<NSPSEC.
ETA The spanwise location of the station at
which USLOPE is to calculate the chordwise
slope distribution.
PP Number of (CHIrP) values.
(CHICP) Chordwise stations at which boundary
conditions will be determined.
ITYPEC In Subroutine USLOPE, this variable will be
<0 or >6 upon entry and can be used as a
parameter if desired in subroutine USLOPE.
OUTPUT VARIABLE:
(ALFA3) The value of the slope at the PP stations
defined by (CHICP).
18
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6 INPUT FILES
The following disk files are read by the program.
The AMES' TSS version of the program Issues its own
DDEF commands for the files, so none need be given.
For other systems appropriate control cards will have
to be supplied for units 8, 9, 11, and 12.
6.1 GEOMETRY FILE
This file is a variable record length file and is
read from unit 7.
The first record contains identification and title
information including number of control points and
integration points.
The next record contains the chnrdwise control
points, the array of indices from which the snanwise
control points are derived, the tangents of the wing
edge sweep angles at the integration stations, etc.
For a complete description of this file see ref. 2.
On the AMES' TSS system this file has the name
GEOM.XI where I is the numerical value of 1l1.
6.2 Aerodynamic Influence File (AIM file)
This file is a variable record length file and is
read from unit 11. A detailed description is given
in ref. 3.
The first record contains identification and title
Information plus information about the size of the
matrix and location of spanwise and chordwise control
points.
The second and subsequent records contain the
influence matrix itself. This file is generated by
the influence matrix program.
On the AMES' TSS system this file has the name
AIM.XI.XJ where I is the numerical value of 1nl and J
is the numerical value of iD2.
6.3 Identification File
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This file is read from unit 9 and rewritten on unit 9
and contains identification numbers in binary form.
The third number on this file (113) is incremented by
1 and then the file is rewritten using the
incremented value of ID3. I13 is the.identification
number for the boundary condition file.
On the AMES' TSS system this file has the name
IDFILE.
20
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7 Boundary Condition File (BC file)
This file is a variable record length filewritten on
unit 8. A detailed description of this file is given
in ref. 2.
The first record contains identification and title
information plus information identifying the type and
number of symmetric and antisymmetric cases.
The next NSYM records are right-hand sides (i.e. the
(BCS) downwash modes calculated by the program) for
symmetric cases. NSYM equals the number of symmetric
cases. The next NASYM records are the right-hand
sides (i.e. the (RCAS) downwash modes calculated by
the program) for antisymmetric cases. NASYM equals
the number of antisymmetric cases. In the case of an
unsymmetric wing there will be NSYM + NASYM
right-hand sides.
On the AMES' TSS system this file has the name
BC.XI.XK where I is the numerical value of IDI and K
is the numerical value of ID3, which is determined
from IDFILE at the time the program is run and is
found in the program output.
21
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8 SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION
Given below is a sample terminal session illustrating
the conversational use of the boundary condition
program on the Ames' 360/67 TSS computer system.
This session might also be useful for the batch user
to study. The program used a previously created
geometry file to obtain the information needed to
calculate the boundary conditions and determined
boundary conditions for 4 symmetric cases and 2
antisymmetric cases.
The symmetric cases consisted of (1) uniform
downwash, (2) pitching about the origin, (3) and (4)
user-supplied modes. The data supplied for each
user-supplied mode was identical except that linear
spanwise interpolation was requested in the first
user-supplied case, while COnlM2 spanwise
interpolation was requested in the second. The data
in each of the two user-supplied cases consisted of
twist and camber distributions at 4 spanwise
stations: eta = 0.0, 0.2, 0.6, and 1.0. The twist
in degrees was determined by the following equation:
twist = -10*eta
Values derived from the above equation had to be
converted to radians.
The camber distribution at eta = 0.0 was that of an
NACA, 5-digit, 230 mean line, whose equation is
z/c = 2 .6 595*(.114714984*CHI-.6075*CHI**2+CHI**3) for
0<CHI<.15
z/c = 2.6595*(1.-.00830377*CHI) for .15<CHI<1.
This section was defined to the program in terms of
these polynomials.
The camber distribution at the remaining spanwise
stations were all parabolic arcs given by the
equation
z/c = .1*CHI*(1.-CHI)
This camber distribution was defined to the program
in different forms at each of of the remaining 3
stations. At eta = 0.2 the polynomial representation
was used. At eta = 0.6 and eta = 1.0 a table of 11
values derived from the above equation was used to
define the section. At eta = 0.6 CODnIM2
interpolation and differentiation was used while at
eta = 1.0 a spline fit to the curve (SURROUTINE
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SPLIN1) was used and differentiated.
The antisymmetric cases consistedof the rolling mode
and a single user-supplied mode.' The user-supplied
mode was simply a case of twist only with linear
spanwise Interpolation between the two stations eta =
0. and eta = 1. The twist in radians was simply
equal to eta so that this mode was identical to the
rolling mode with a minus sign.
The actual terminal session is reproduced below with
additional comments added in parenthesis. The output
from this. session was directed to a disk file named
OUTPUT.BC.N1. The DDEF (control card) was created
automatically by the program and.the file name was
computed using the value of ODISK. The contents of
this file were printed and are given in appendix 1.
LOGON userid,password,terminal id
AMES USYSLIR
JOBLIBS SYSULIB
JBLB MEDAN
CALL BC$
(The boundary condition program is now in control.)
ENTER BATCH
F
E.,TER INPUT DEInlF NfMlf Er
0
ENTER ODISK
1
OUTPUT (is) ON FILE ...01TPIIT.RC.N1...
ENTER Ih1,12
(Now the program opens the geometry file whose name
is GEOM.X4 and reads this file.)
(If an appropriate input device number were entered
and an appropriate DnEF command given, then the
remaining prompts would have been suppressed and the
program would read data from some previously created
data file.)
ENTER (BCS)/(RCAS)/PRINTA, PRINTR, NSTIPrF
TTFFFTTFF
FTFTFFFFFF
TT F
(flow the program prints some heading and other basic
information and then enters subroutine BOUND.)
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ENTER C.M. POS./BREF
0.
(Now BOUND calls subroutine SLOPES.)
ENTER NSPECS,ITYPES
4 0
ENTER ETA, TWIST
0. 0.
ENTER ITYPEC
2
ENTER NPOLS
2
ENTER CHIMAX,SCALE,CHIREF/
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIFNTS
0.15 2.6595 0.
0. .114714984 -.6075 1.
ENTER CHIMAX,SCALE,CHIREF/
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
0 2.6595
0. -.00830377
(The above data constitute the equations for the NArA
230 mean line. Now the second spanwise station will
be considered.)
ENTER ETA, TWIST
0.2 -.0349066
ENTER ITYPEC
2
ENTER NPOLS
1
ENTER CHIMAX,SCALE,CHIREF/
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
0 .1
0. 1.0 -1.0
ENTER ETA, TWIST
0.6 
-.1047198
ENTER ITYPEC
4
ENTER TABLE SCALE FACTOR, AI(OR XKC),
AN(OR EPS), AND THE TABLE. (CHI=99.STOPS)
0. 1.0
0. 0.
0.1 .009
0.2 .016
0.3 .021
0.4 .024
0.5 .025
0.6 .024
0.7 .021
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0.8 .016
0.9 .009
1. 0.
99.
(The above is a table of the parabolic arc.)
ENTER ETA, TWIST
1. -.174533
ENTER ITYPEC
6
ENTER TABLE SCALE FACTOR A1(OR XKC),
AN(OR EPS), AND THE TABLE. (CHI=99.STOPS)
0. 0.
0.1 .009
0.2 .016
0.3 .021
0.4 .024
0.5 .025
0.6 .024
0.7 .021
0.8 .016
0.9 .009
1. 0.
99.
(Now control leaves SLOPE returning to BOUND and then
calls SLOPE again for the second user-supplied mode.)
ENTER NSPSECS,ITYPES
4 1
ENTER XK
1.
ENTER ETA, TWIST
0. 0.
ENTER ITYPEC
2
ENTER NPOLS
2
ENTER CHIMAX,SCALECHIREF/
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS.
0.15 2.6595 0.
0. .114714984 -.6075 1.
ENTER CHIMAX,SCALE,CHIREF/
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
0 2.6595
0. -.00830377
ENTER ETA, -TWIST.
0.2 -.0349066
ENTER ITYPEC
2
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ENTER NPOLS
1
ENTER CHIMAXOSCALE,CHIRFF/
POLYNOMIAL. COEFFICIFNTS
0 .1
0. 1.0 -1.0
ENTER ETA, TWIST
0.6 -.1047198
ENTER ITYPEC
ENTER TABLE SCALE FACTOR,.A1(OR XKC),
AN(OR EPS), AND THE TABLE. (CHI=99.STOPS)
0. 1.0
0. 0.
0.1 .009
0.2 .016
0.3 .021
0.4 .024
0.5 .025
0.6 .024
0.7 .021
0.8 .016
0.9 .009
1. 0.
99.
ENTER ETA, TWIST
1. -.174533
ENTER ITYPEC
6
ENTER TABLE SCALE FACTOR, A1(OR XKC),
AN(OR EPS), AND THE TABLE. (CHI=99.STOPS)
0. 0.
0.1 .009
0.2 .016
0.3 .021
0.4 .024
0.5 .025
0.6 .024
0.7 .021
0.8 .016
0.9 .009
1. 0.
99.
(Now control leaves SLOPE returning to ROUNI and then
calls SLOPE again for the user-supplied antisymmetric
mode.)
ENTER NSPSECS,ITYPES
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2
ENTER ETA, TWIST
0. 0.
ENTER ITYPEC
0
ENTER ETA, TWIST
1. 1.
ENTER ITYPEC
0
(.Now control returns to :BOIIND .and then to the main
program.)
ENTER INPUT DEVICE NUMBER
-1
TERMINATED: STOP 777
(The operating system is now-in control.)
PRINT OUTPUT.BC.N2,PRTSP=EDIT,STATION=RMT05
PRINT BSN=????, ??? LINES
LOGOFF
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DETER INATIQN F. T HIN LI F T I NG U E. Y_ _oDD. .
TITLF = RECTANGULAR *ING AR = 2 11-13-73
ID1 = 8
102 .. a
103 = 7
PRAT = 1,00000
CBAPFRR 1,00000oo......
HOPODISE CONT-QOL POINT LOCATIONS
0.000000
0,1 6iJ7
0,5000Q
0,853553
1,000000
SPA I SE CO TRUL PDIT LOCT Tm
,7659?6
0,7071 7
0,5000 O00
0,25981
-~0,000000
12CS
T T :F F r F F
RCS
F T F F F F F F F
PiT , RiTT 57TTfF
UNIFORM DOWNWASH
-.00Q00 1'b00000,0 1,"'.0 1o00.0.00000 1,0000000
t .o o oo 0 oooo0oo - I o o0.0o 0 ,_0 o I o ooo o I, noooo
I,0000000 - 000 ... .000 . 000000000. 1,n00000
1EO000000 1 0000000 1 0000000 lr.Q000 I, 00000O
~1,0no 0 10 o0o0oo0000 000000 .0 oooooo000 1,0 nO 0
V, 00A0 0o0o0 1 0..... a 00,0 --1o ......00 0. o0 0 600 .... t o , 00 0 0
PITfWING MODE
C , POS'/,BREF 0,000000
0,0 a 000000 0 1464466 0 5000000 0 8535533-- n o
0,0000000 O.i,1466b 0.500000 0o8935533 1,oo0000o
0,0000000 01La4616 000000oooooo 0o83533 1,o000000
o.0000000 0 1464466 0,5000000 0.8535533 .-,0000000
0,0000000 0 146 4466 0 5000000 0'.535533 1,0000000
0.0000000 0.1464466 09060000 0,8535533 1.0000000
................. . 240010 .. .0,1 85513 .0-,0980664 .0,074355
.0,2238179 .0,2223796 .0,151i248 .0.0805781 .0.0567508
.0,2092727 .0,1943331 .0,1234033 .0,0527584 .0,0288094
.2...... 13383 ..-... .L1.579.7. 2 66 . 0,0105554 0,0087901
-0,1444004 .0.1158831 -0,0451724 0,0255383 0,0549544
-0,3050843 -0,0029844 0,0220839 0,0220839 0,0220839
_ R_ . MUPtP_eODET YMMFT___...___. _ ___DE _
.25 _.5 _..0,2399799 . 0, 85526 .. 0,0980581 ... .0,0745003
.0,2269311 .0,2222926 .0,1511289 -0.005547 -0,0572790
-0,2120129 .0,1942565 .0,1234068 .0,0527371 .0,0292743
.__ _ i . .0. 5792864 .0,08172711 .0,0165292. 0,0084959
.0,1379284 .0,111122 .0,0451886 0:0256270 0,0553199
.0,3050843 .0,0029844 0'0220839 0"0220839 0,0220839
0 Q6 5 92 58 rQ965Q258 1_ _ 9659 28 0.9659258 0,965958
o0866025 0o866o254 o8660254 0 660o s 08.66ops5
0',7071068 0'7071068 07071068 0 7071068 0,7071 b6
---
__..~0 5--0-- 0- - , 0 00a 000 - ---0- 5 0 00000
0,2588190 025088190 0.2588190 O 2588190 0,2S88191
USER-SUPPLILD ANTImSYMMETRIC MODE
.0,9659258 .0,9659258 .0,9659258 .0,9659258 .0,9659P58
.0,866025 08602 540 _ 0.8660254 .0,8660254 -. 0,8669?254
.0,7071068 .0,7071068 .0,7071068 .0,7071068 .0,7071b68
.0,5000000 "0,5000000 .0,5000000 -0,5000000 .0,5000000
-0,2588190 .0,02588190 0.5880258190 -0,25869
MODES STORED AND FILE CLOSED
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HS... P t ;F9. IE--N TB iL O y TOS__ORL_ TH ~ , IIN G . FTI NG. .....
C,,,,,SURFACE PROGRM, IT USES INFORMATION STORED ON THE GEOMETRY FILE
C.,,,,.A , OPTIONALLY, ON THE INFLUENCE MATRIX FILE, THE BOUNDARY
C_-.- .CO NDr-I-TI.-.i Ti-F.A LIAT_ LC-LrAIi.E-S A _SORED&_ONL_B 0UN D AR __R.C ON -..I. O. _ E ILE ..,-.--
C,,, AAN EQUATION SOLVING PROGRAM WILL READ THE INFLUENCE MATRIX AND
C,..,,.BOUNDARY CONDITION FILES AND DETERMINE THE COEFFICIENTS IN
.... . C .. ., .IMLrE_-PA.NPN_ F.-- . T... P..
DOUOLE PRECISION ETA, STHETA
INTEGER UCI,UCOU5,U5R,U6,U8,UY1 U20,00ISK, U7
. .I.  fiTEGREJLE___PL P L LE R SY,_ _ __ Y- -_
LOGICAL CONV, BATCH,LOG1.,CONV2, ,CS,,BCASiPRINTAPRI.NTB
LOGICA'1 STORE, NSTORE,. FLAP, SYMM
__E.ALI -- MAC . LA DA a .... ............. :_.. ....... :_.
r)I MENSION TITLECb2), CHICPt20), NINDEX(47),ETACPU47)
D IMENSION. ETA(383),STHrTA383) TANLEL(383), TANLER(383)
D. _ E.NS I0N T ANT ELc F 3 
-
3AN . C R 1P 3I ... X 1 I 3 ... - -...
DIMENSION CHIFPI 383) C21Pt383) ,BCS(0), BCAS(1O)
DTMENSION XOUM2(2),XrUMbb)NDUM9(g9)NDUM2(2)
. I.EN~l i n . 2J 4 ....ALEAS.C.____ 
___
ErUIVALENCE (XDUM2 , XUM6pNDUM9, N DUL .2)
DATA UCIUCOU5,SU5,Ub,Ul,8,11,U20/5,6 5o 5, 6, 8, 11,9/,U7/7/
DC'A.A C- N I " .
C.,,..,iCI UNIT NURBER FOR CONVERSATIONAL INPUT,
... .. _ , - N U.IF R R.Q .YfR A i. ........... ... ...... ..
C,0, U05 : UNTT NUMBER FOR INPUT OF THE FIRST. CARD AND
C,,,,, TE. UNITNUMctER FOR INPUT UNDER CONVERSATIONAL USE,
._... U5R _UNITj NUMBER FOR INPUT _EXCF--PT EO TwE FI.R_.CAR ..
. . UNDER BATCH CONTROL,
C,,,,, : THE UNIT NUMBER FOR REGULAR OUTPUT UNDER EITHER
a ,-:-I BATCH OR CONVERSATIONAL CONTROL.,
UUNIT NULMBER FOR BOUNDARY CONDITION FILE,
C...,U7. UNITNUMBER FOR READING THE GEOMETRY FILE
.. ,1 : L N I T .N BER FOR R ADI NGLE -INE LUE_~. AT._IXIE ...
C,....LU20 " UNIT NUMBEP FOR IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FILE ,
TH..TE 0 LLOWINGjEIS N RESAR L n S
CwR~T T ENC U 6004)
Cle ... OR BATCH USE*
-C....THF* FIOLLO)JIING aL40O4$ TH. UjSER TO CHOO~SE CONVERSATION~AL
Rf40(U5?5000) BATCH
C ON *Vz NOT ..BATCH.
C
20 CONTINUE
IFLAT~1)~ GOTO 40--
O T7T E (CO 6 0,AC0 1)
READ CUC 1#500 1 )
If - -~ (L . ,F 0-) U 5 .: .UCI
C ON V2U5,*EQ,0-iC I
c....5~~~oib~ORTER'I.NATING EXECuTI0N CONVE.RSATIONALtLY,
IFCfU5.LT.0) STOP 777
NC __ *.,IF 
-&LL '-.jNPt.jT qILL BE FROM THE TE~m.INAL,
S30 CONTINUEF
ORITE CUCOP6005)
C09099OOISK IS FOR THE AmES, T58 VERSiOtN OF TH~E PROGRAM,
c....,ODTS,< MUST (j 4N, IjTFGER FROM n To q.C I F. DI OISK 0, OUP 0T w'IL U. Q3 F U4 IT ol, I F 0 0ISK 18i ET E E;. 0 A k4D I~
c, 0 THEN OUPUT NTLL RE ( 4 lJNTT 41 AND ON A FILE NAME0) 0UTPuT.q-.W.mx
CO,,,HFRE X =VALULE OF cM0ISK'. THE 4mES, PPOGR6-S OB~y ANDQ CVO T AR~r
r.USEQ TO GENFp&TE AN~D GIVE THEN"EEDED 0IF~F AND PELEASE CUMMANDS TO
co...1,SS- OPERATI GSYSTE!K'
IF (ODISK FS, * 0) Gn 70 i50
NaPITE rUcOO6006) OrnISK
CA&-L OREVCI-606HRELEASt FT1)4FOO01
* ~ ~ SiNI0d NO1.L' )J-N±KSiN.
~13 94L9 ±3-I S -V 3 jv SiNLOd l~b±iNOO 3SL'iNvdg
Hi S ~9N I C'd N0 897 V)i'l 13 1M N V d s O A ~ l ol 6iiXP'J'
r, 0kyiV N I (3Wjl 3t .i71m. SiNTC~4 ld.LNOO
9 s 411 CVI 3 0 UNV 3C 0 P, WU 1 SN 10d ILdI No ()o
A S 1. 1 5I O I* I 1 C 8 -
,SINIOd 1i0diNOO 3Sl iOVdS' L 2-
*w. ~ ~ ~ '0MsAS0 3JIVd Sj I~J~JO M-0i 6fSS 3- 4 -ell d d
A~ NN d 11
JHJ.A !)NIlWH3HO 0 ol asri oj 1QQ ON4 (1a00n1 0401 HA S~~ SHj S 0
-0S 3H -o 3r3jOAIA-a'HIs4
'OMIZNVHIM3036) XAi 11'li t-41 av±nirc s~l'1O.T7± A H! 13 Ai
c,.,,(TITLE)= ARRAY OF ALPHANUMERIC TITLING INFORMATION,
C,,,,,..NTITLE = THE NUMEPR OF iOROS IN THE TITLE.
LOG~=IO.,NE.IDD1 ,AND, IDDI ,GT, 0
IF(CONV,AND.LOG)PAUSE ' ID NUMRER CONFLICT FOR GEOM FILF
I..IF CA.TCH.AN_. L .OG1C ) ALL 5TOP2(Ub,' ID NUMBER CONFLTCT FOR
1GFOM FILE l#FLOAT(ID))
READ(U7 ) (CHICP(I) T=tPP),(NINOr)FX(I),I= r ),(TANLEL.(I) I rl
. _1... I JAX.. #LFT.A!LE iJ)f .tIJJAX) #(TANTELCI) I I JJMAX),
2(TANTER(I),I=I,JJMAX),CETA(I),I:lzJJMAX),
3fSTHETAtl),I=IJJMAX).tXSILIP(I),I=IJJMAX,
4 fCORD01P.(I leAo-l.J#-AX),8 AT,CG8ARER
C
C,.,,,CHICP-) = ARRAY OF CHORDwISE CONTROL POINTS SUCH THAT
. ... .... . . 0.0 ,.LE,....C I-CP I) ,LE, 1.000.,
,,,,,cNTInE) IjTFGER ARRAY FRO4 wHICH THE SPANWISE CONTROL
t,,,,, POINTS ARE DEP~VEb FROM THE SPANWISE
,,............ INTEGRATION POINTS.
C,,,,, TTANI.LL), fTANI.ER), FTANTEL), AN' (TANTER) ARE THE
C..k TNGEFTS OF THE 4ING EDGE SWEEP ANGLES AT THE
.... .... .. .. EA. lN STATIONS.
' C.....(ETA) c TrE SPAN~ISE INTEGRATION STATIONS NON-DIMENSIONAL-
r,,,,, IZED RY THE EFFECTIVE SEMI-SPAN, B2 ((ETA) IS
C...... .-,- 9_0 L FL PNk F C ISIU N) a
C,.,,. STHETA) = (SRTrl..FTA*2)) (DOUBLE PRECISTON),
C,,,,(XSILIP) = LEADING EDGE LOCATIONS AT THE INTEGRATION STATIONS
_2.2m . . NORMALIZE -BY B2,
C,,,,,CODIP) = STREAMqISE CHnRD LENGTHS AT THE INTEGRATION STA
.,,,,. TIONS NOkMALIZED BY 82,
C....B.RAT LATf....._ RAL REFEHENCE LEFKGTH (USUALLY THE TRUE SEMI-
C,,,, SPAN)/B2. USUALLY BRAT WOULD HE 1.0 IF THE NING HAS
C,,,, NOT HREE YAWED,
... CBARBR : LONGITUr:INAL RPFERENCE LENGTH (USUALLY THE MEAN
C,..... GEOMETRIC CHORD)/LATERAL REFERENCE LENGTH,
IFfNFL PS,NE_, .. REA D._.C!J7 ) XDUM,LAMDAC,XOUM2,ETAIETA2, -
IYxU[M6? (CHIFFI(I),I: ,JJMAX)r (C21PCI),I=i,JJMAX)
e..C ..,THE INFLUENCE MATRIX FILE WILL NOT RE READ IF IDD.LT,0,.
IF(IDD2,LE,0) GO TO ~0
C - ----
C
C,........FOR. AMES, T.5S_._VES lQ!. _ ISSUES..DDEF.. COMMA-ND ... ---- - -----..
CALL AIrFIL(IDD1,I002)
............ E.D..(UII11._ ID oID2 I U .TLE, NI TL, Pf.NDU ,M ,MR.EF,.
1NDM l9, M ACHp PSXDU ,fCHICP(1)p PP),tNI DEX(I'),IdirBM)
C.,...INFORmATION FROM THE INFLUENCE PATRIX FILE OVERLAYS INFOR.
C....,MATION FROM THE .GEQ.METRY. FILE, .......
LOGI 100I , EO..iANC, IDUI,NE,ID
.OGI=LOGI ,R (I D2,rNE,O ,AND, I0D2,NE,ID2)
.F ....COVA0LCGl..AYSL I. NL LOLI.F.0R INFLUENCE
1 PATIX FILE
IF(BATCH,AND,LOGl) CALL STOP2(Ubh, ID NUMBER CONFLICT FOR
... I.FL U E CE .- M .I-.lX .£_E .. .. ELOAT._(.ID_2J._ ... ........ .
60 CONTINUE
C
... ...... IF fC 0 N V 21 W k I T E U.c. 6o 0.. .......
PEAD(U5,S001 RCS-
PFA REA ~5000) ,- CA9PRIB,
PRINTB=PRIN ,OR PRIN7A
C
C......EACH ELEMENTj OF iF .. AD BCA CORESPONDS O A DIFFERENT DOANWASH
C...,,COriDTION, A TRUE VALUE MEANS THAT THE CORRESPONDING BOUNDARY
C G,,,,,CONDITION NILL BE CALtCULATED OR REaD FROM CARDS AND, IF
C. ,',STORE IS ,FALSE., THEN wRIlTEN ON &. FILE FOR USE IN THE
S,...EUATION SOLVING PR.OGR .. BnTH ARRAYS ARE READ AND -ACTED UPON IF
C,,.,,THE IN;. IS SYMMEPIC OR UNSYMMETRIC" IN THE LATTER CASE TME
C,,,,,.ULJNDARY .CO'DITIONi wIL.L RE CALCULTE. FOR THF E.TIRE ING,
C.,...THE CASES CORRESPONING TO EACH OF THE ELEMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS--
.C CS.) UtNT CII. OrO E
C RCS(?) PITCHING MODE
r ALFAfXSI,ETA). = XSI/RAT-XSICM)/C4ARB R
c ERE. XSIC.rCENTE. OF MASS OR OTHLR REFERENCE POSiTIO.,
C -xSICm Is TO RE GITvEN IN THE COORDINATE SYSTEM FIXED
TO THF WING WHILE XSI IS IN THE WIND-CENTERED
........ C.O....... O DINATE SYTEM,...
THIS MODE CORRESPONDS TO A NON.DIMENSIONAL PITCH RATE OF 1.
THF SOLUTION FOR THIS MOrE GIVES THE WING CONTHIRUTION TO THE
S....C TABILITY DERIVATIVES (IN THE WIND CENTERED COORDINATE..
C SYSTEM),
C CPf(3 ) LINLAR, SYMMfETRIC TwIST MODE
_..... ALFAtXSI ETA)ABS.(ETA)/BRA
C BCS(a) PARABOLIC, SYMMETRIC TWIST MODE
C ALFA(Xr I,ETA)= FTA/BQAT)**2
. C . .. E.SIDUALtLE.P lN Dfl- MODE, IF. THERE ARE 2 FLAPS,_ 
THEN..
STHIS MOnE IS FOR THE SYMMETRIC DEFLECTION OF BOTH,
C REFER TO NASA TN 0D-7251 AND TO SUfROUTINE FLP
w N FOR
.___ _ .... FUVRTHER DOCUMENTAT.ION,.. THE FLAP DOwN~ASH MODES ARE. ThE. ONLY
c ONLY ONES AFFECTED BY THE MACH NUMBER.
C TwE VALUE oF BCS() AND BCASf3) wILL BE IGNORED IF THERE
------- IS __iNO FLAP QATA ._A ALA-BLE FROM - T-HE --GEOMETR
-Y FIL E ,  -
C RCS(6)- THESE ARE MODES FOR WHICH TABLES AND/OR CERTAIN TYPES
C RCS(to) OF COEFFICIENTS WILL BE READ BY THE PROGRAM,
......-. .... T E MODES ARE .DEFL. ED .BY..STREAMWISE.DISTRIBUTIONS.
-1 (COEFFICIENTS OR TABLES) AT SPANWISE STATIONS 
SELECTED
o Y THE USER, THESE MOnES ARE ASSUMED SYMMETRIC ONLY
...... ..IF THE_. ING IS S.YMML.TRIC ... SEE__ SU.BROUTINE BOUND F.OR .
SFURTHER DOCUMENTATION,
C
C BCAS(1) ATI-.SYMMETRIC UNIFORM MODE (ZERO AT CENTER),
C BCASt2) ROLLING MODE (RIGHT TIP OOwN)
C.... C .. AIA X SIET.A .ET A/.BrA . ....
c THIS MODE CORRESPONDS TO A NON.DIMENSIONAL ROLL RATE
C OF 1.0. THE SOLUTION FOR THIS MODE GIVES THE WING CON,
TRIPUTION T0 TOHE . UASI-STATIC, P STABILITY DERIV- ..
C ATIVES (IN THE WIND CENTERED COORDINATE SYSTEM),
C 8CASC3) ANTI-SYMMETRIC RESIDUAL FLAP MODE, IF THE WING IS
. SYMMFTPjC, THERE IS N NEE -TQINVOKE .THIS ODE'
C 4BCeSfi) - FOR A SYMMETRIC PLANFORM THESE MODES ARE THE ANTISYMMETRIC
C BCASCI0) COUNTERPART OF THOSE REFERRED TO BY RCS(6)-BCS(O0).
C FOR AN UNSYMMETRIC WING THE TREATMENT OF THESE MODES .1 .
THE SAmE AS THOSE CORRESPOND)ING TO bCS(6)-8CS(lO)a
C
retoR t ,TPUF, HFANS THAT t.Lt THE DOWNWASH' MODES WHICH
.
CALCUL~.lt --- ILL__E-P M F --. E A D ES -- F-T-E-.V~atIE- Of
ro..PINTH 'TRULE. MEANS IHAT THE 5TH.IOTH SYMMIETRIC AND THE
C... RE PR INTEV HTTE~ONAYCNIIN ~L ~
r......NSTO'PE *TRUJE. MEANJS TA H _U~R ODTOSWL
Coo *
PCS)_BCS(S) OANLI. NFUAPSGT.0
K.CAS(3) 61- A S 3 _AN _N IA.P.S_. G.Q - -.
FLAP:bCS(5).Or%@8CAS(3)
IF CCONV2. AND.FLAP) WsRITEN(CO. b021)
IFtF-L A P )RE A DU5N5 o-5-0 0-U I
ST ORE * NO 1 NST ORF
SVMM=UN5YM.FiC.O
MMPA=M
IFSYMMP(M1/
IF(rSYmM)MMPA:MM/2
C.....(ETA.CP)mLCUCATI0'S OF SPAKIWISE CONTROL STATIONS,
JRATIO:(JJMAX+1 )/(MHFF+I)
DQ_ 85, 11,Mmp .-... _- . - . _ -
IN'DEX NINDEX(M)*JNATI-O
ETACP(M)=tTA(INDEX)
89.- ON .cTJ N 0
IFfNSTORF) GO TO 90
c
C...TRING IDENTYIFIC-ATION NUMEPFR OF THIS RUN
CkLL O6EY(?2p24HDDEF FTO9FOOI,,IOFILE)
REWIND) 020
RLADCU.2Q) 1DA1IL'Bif30,
RWINDO U20
RI TE ( U20 I PAp I f)Fs3, 1 IDO
_FNIl FILE U20
C99909FOR AMESi TSS VERSION ONLY
CaLL UEY(16p16HReLEASE FTO9FOO1
C
NUMEER OF SYMMETRICAL CASES'I
C .... NS~: NL- N Ek CF ANTI-SYMMETPICAL CASES.
N S y :0
N AS yma
Dr. 8 7 1 =I1,10
IF( CS()) .5M'sy~SyP+ I
1IF(9CAS cI)) ASYlMNAb YA+ 1
r ... *,IRTTNG THE IN~k00UcTORY RECfORD OF THE BOUNDaRY CONDITIOKN FILE'.
C ..... FOR AMESi TSS VERSION ONLY, RCFIL ISSUES DDEF COMMANDS TO THE.
Cossa lOPRATING SYSTEm.
CaL.L eCFiLrIO1.Ir,3)
*ITE(L'8) 1j, ID3,TITLE,UNSYM,NSYN',NSYM,CS~3CASPPCWJTYPE,
lymmPHtv1-a,,vREF,5wTYPE, (CCICPcP),p~,PPp), CNINDEX(I),I:1,MMP),
q0  ONTNU E
r
r
W~PTE(U#,,6003)
iITF(U~,b6('8) CTITLE(N) gN:1 eNTTTL)
IFfIr)3,FC*0) ARITFrU6*6009 ) IDItIr,2
I F C I r,3 ,NF , in), ~I TE +e u6 1 60 20) I.P 1 DC) 1 D3
~Ji TF CUbbio B 3AT C8AR8R
IF (FLAP) v'RTE,(Uo~p,6022) LL
~WI TF (06, b0 11)
WP~ITF(Ub~be.1e) (cHICP(P)PP~1 PP)
wP~IT ECU6, 601i3)
RI l F.( f b 12 ) C ET ACv C I)I:,c
I T E cut_6r I') F4 C$
w.Ir F-Uh 60 15) EiC A
WPITF (U6;6bo i) PRINT ts$PRINT3, STORE.
WI~ITvCUb, b023)
CaLL PLIQpPCHICP, MMP, MMPA, ETACP, Cf3AfRo,ERAT.
l~cS,BCA~tFLAP, PRIN-TA,.PRTNTF. STORE, SYm, rONV, CONV2,.
3X5TLTPjCrf)JP, NINr F X, TaNLEL, TANLFR, TANTEL, TANTER,
4ETA. 8THE~gl., LA?'mAC, ETAI, ETA2, CHIFPI, C2I1',
,JmX jRATI00 Al.'FA, LLP ALFACS)
I F ( ")6oF W .VCQ I G& T0 12.0
ENr) FILL Lk
120 CONTINUE
r NU FOR.sATS
5000 FORMATf'oLl)
5~002 FPA(F00
6000 PCf'O ~ ~Tt E ZT F R I r) I r) 2
A F0RMAT/////I ENTER INPUT DEVICE NUME')
6b0 3 ;z -) A T ( I wI/
1pD.ETE P Ur1&T ION: OF IH I' NLFIr UFC 8O)UNDARY CNIIN,
6004 FORmaTf' EsTER 8'TCH' )
6005 FOCRmAT(i ENIFR 0DI0 '
6v'6 FQ(AMATC ( OUTPUT bN' F TLE ,,OUTPUIT*~ Fi ,Ij 13NH
60071 FORmA-T ( F 'TFR ( 1CS fCCa5) /PP I rTA pPR INT3,NSTO)RE
CS.THF FOILL00-TIC FCR~tT DEPE.NDS CIM THF INWE ORr, LENGTH IN
r .. HpTP' CHPGF AS REQ~UIRED FOR THE COMPUTER BEING USED,
600F FORm1A1C/12bi TITLE , ?A4)
6009 FoRhiATC4H 11.01 bY, JH= Is/
1 Uk 1712, by, IH:- 15
6010 FQRM.AT(5 H .-Atf 5x* 14fFj,5/
6011 PC>~mAlr/15H C"iOR ISE CONTROL_ Pc.TNJ LOCATIONS
6012 FO~mAT(P23.b)
6013 FOPMAI(/35W4 SP4N TSE CONTROL PrITNT LOCATTON$
6014 FC)RMAT(/iH P CSJ
6015 FO~k-1AT( IXP 1 .1 L o IX))
6'016 PU~m.ATf/9i4 HCASY
6o17 F0RmAT'f/?4JH PRINr40 PRTNTHO NSTORE
6020 FORMA'r4H IOl)t 6Y, 1H=* 15/4H In?, .bY# I= 15/
14 4 103? 6Y,' IH:, 15)
6021 FORMA7(i LrNTER LL'/)
602 ORMAT(3w LL# 7X, ib:, 15!
6023 rORHiATf/////)
C****A CCNTROLLED r)EVIATION ITIPOLATIO~N MIETHOD
DIMENSTOM' XI(NI), YT(CNI), TCNA), kNJS(NiA
c
r
S IGN 1 :
Is; (XIC(NT) L T.X ICr, SIN
rnCM 910 1E1eN;A
IT' Tf q'
12n, Ys m CT(2) .T(I))/VxTC(?).Y(1))* CY) ) *VI(1 )
TO :VT(j)
2 T-
250 IF(J-2)I20,155pbO
GO TO 785
260 IFCJ-il)2$0,265v.27Q
265 T ::N
,Ji 2
rO TO P85
2 F3 Jjl = 3
2 9. J 3
L zJ
Al I X-iXY(M)
A2 = X-XTCI<)
AL cc (YI(K))/()(I(J)-mX K))
S x: L Y (!+ I O h ) Y
PI .C ~yi.M)+C2*YTCK2+C3*Y.XJ)
IF .N -305,3.0 5 ,3 10
3 o P2 c Pi.
310 A4 cc X.XTCL)
CS: A2,*A41/C CXI C4)-YI ))*CYICJ)-XI(L)) )
P~2 Z Cs4*YT(Kii.C5*Y7(J)+C6*YT(L)
AL: = Y-XT(1l)/(vIf2)-)(I))
S.; AL*Ylf?)+ C1.-AL)*YICI)
pit S + XK*fPS)
rC TO~ 35nr
35Pb Fl A (PIS)
FP AkS(P2-5)
IFrEl+E2)d4OO,400,410
(nG TO oo
9 1: CCliTTNUEOFT Ul Rs,
SL!PROMINTE P 'OUN!) (P, ~rHMP , PA,E.TACO,CRBR,HRAT,
jPCS,FCASF aP, PRINTA , PRINTi, STCPE SYMN, rUN!V, CO'lNV2,
3xS~T'.wcr)RIP, NIN1!)F~s TANLEL, TANI~ER, TeAJTE[., TANrEP,
JFTAP STHFTA, LA'DAC, ETiAI, ETA2, CHI1FR!, C;)IPp
'lljjmAY, 1RAT10, ALFA, LLP ALFACS)
DQ06iLE PECISj()t- ETA, STHETa
LCI!CAL BCS, BCAS, P~lkTh. PRN8 STRE., CCNV. rONV?
LU.G7C4L. FL6PR Symm,, FLPCA.,
)ImNSTON CHICP(PP), ETACP(MMP), NjINDEX(MMP)P 930(10)? SCASCIO)
rJ.mENsTIrN Aj.F4(PP, rlM ALFACSCLL, PPP m!AP)
!IPEiNSIOtN X8ILTP(JJMAX) CORDIP(JjMk.X)o TANLELfJJMAX)f
I-TANLER(JJ,!X), TANTEL(JJm1aX)v TANITER(JJMAX)p ETA(JJMAX),
2S1HrFTArJJMAX)? CH~rPI(JJMA~),) C2TF(JJM&X)
FL PCAL * Tk.LE,.
10 CONTINUE1
mw 1 =: ' m P
TF P~C 5C .) GQ T O ion
2? IF e CSr. 2)) GO To 200
23 !F C -CS( GO To 300
24- P F~~CC ) GO JO .400
35 IF ( CS 5)) GO TO 500
NC =6
P6 IF ( CS(S )61. GO. . .600 .
P7 IF (. CS( 7)) GO TO 600
NCKi =a.
ps IF (-,CS(. )) GO TO 600
29. IF t BCS 9)) GO To 60.0
.30 TF ( CS(10)) GO TO 600
M rU: " PA
IF (PBCS(C )) GO TO 700
32 TI (=CAS( 2)) GO TO I 00
33 IF f9CAS. 3)) GQ. TO 900
i5 IP (RC4s8( 5)) 90 T- 1000
15 TF (6CAS C 5)) GO TO l10.0
IF (BCAS( 7)) GU TO 1000hC=8
TV (RCaS( 7)) i00 TO 1000
IF (PLASC 9)) r,O !TO 1.000.......
IF (PCA 5 10)) GO TO 1,00
IF I f.OT STORF) RETURN
F'n FILF UP
I TFCUb, b013)
C....,STEPT OETT'IINING () ~ASM CASEs
100 CfONTINUE
r..J.UNlFOM DO~WNWSH
N) 110 P;1,~P
.110 CONTINUE.
1FCPRINT6) WRITEN t600 OOO
ASSICN 22 TO NSTAT
GO TC 200
20M rONTl NUE
TW CCOUNV2) wRITEhCrO,b001)
PEAD(U~t5O00) XSTCIM
J2JRATT0*NjNtMY(M,
Do0 210 Pzl,PP
ALFA CP , -)(S/HA.SCH/BR
r1 0 OT I N'Ll L
4 ~ASSIGN 23 TO NSTtjr
00 GO TO 2000
30o C(ThTINQE.
C ...LINEAR. SYMMETRIC TIIST ;10 0E
n 1) 3 10 ~1hp
310 r,',TI.NQF - .
ASSIGN 2UJ TQ 'NSTAT
r10 10 200
C.,oqpARA C'I,A SYAHETRIC TWIST mODE
P 4 10 P= I,P
A I- F A ( 1:A L F
L~o IF rPRINTA) i,4ITE(Ubs-6004)
ASST "' 29 TO NSTAT
f;r 10 2 0
r .. ... rNTPOl SUPF ACE flQWNWaS? M0QU
.LPCAL:.FALSE,
.1Fr,.~jB Nb SY M)VPTEN ,0 5
JF rRI~TSfd! ,N*!0T.'qy1m)W~RITEfUbph0oh)
.A~SIG'.T -----' --
rr TO 2010
r Usf RSEUP PLT En m~nE S
,CS C ' C F- ~AL~.SE 6
CALL SL OPES W'5 Uh---C0v 0-V--TA-.cHj~~~pp-
I PP, A FA) -
IF !PRINTB*ANr),SYM~i) 'RTTECUbb007)
hSSIGN 26 TO "JQ9TAT
-D GO~ Tor2010
,SOIJNIFORM aNT..-SVmmETRIC mO)DE
'ALFcO
TF (ETACP(M) .Gt * 1 5 ALF=1.
r)0 7 10 Px I, PP
ALFA (P pM ) :AL.'F
IF fPRIjNTA) WRITFrU(,6oo9)
ASSIGN 3? TO .-STAT
800 CONTINUE-
C
-c 8 0 PkLN M 0 nE
r Q 0 1 fIp A
AI 10 1 ,pp
tF 3wIrt) SIT TJ~AO0
C2 TO 2Ctm o
'oo Q 4'T , 11 F
C . . . . IS yY EIjPIC CONTPQi. SUPFIICE DOV~INWASi4 wOOEs
4f&SIG~q 341 TO -,STtT
qAS CNC)= ALSE.
rAI.L SqLoPESC)S',LJ6l)CO,CriOV2,ETArP,4rHICP,MMPA,
1j rN ,~ A H 0
24 TLQ -TAT
C.0SRITN AND~ STUbJG moDES
?OO0 TF(,NOT,PR1'jiy.A CQ T,'04
rCTO 20?)o
20 10 IFC.K:CO Pi TkTI4) rC Tp) 2Ou 0
2020 G. 2 03fuj n *ii
P030 xPTTFcLJbp50c~I) (ALFArP,M) ,P~jl,Ppj
?oLLO IF CSTOPE.) wTTE.(u6) ((ALFACP,") ,P3 1 1 pppl ,j~11 mmUi
rc() TO i'jTAT, (2223p2425,2b,32,p33p3a1)
C .... JCOhTRQL Su1OU D 1EVFR GET T.0 H.ERE
r
,,IMkPUT FOPRATS
So0o F Q 1 %,TCr F~ )
5001 FORMATC/(t$FJ5.7))
.C,,,.~ .PUT. FOMA T S ........ ..
6000 FORQATr///18H UNIFORM DO NWASH i)
6001 FOR*ATf22H ENTER C, ,. POS,/PREF /
6002 FPR4Tr/,/A PllctlNG 'OF L
I 15H C, POS',/REFS5X,1HFl?2,6)
6003 FORMAT(////25i LINrAR, SYMMETRIC TWIST /)
.600 ... M E. T A . , / . .I A..RA.A P 0 L ., .SYM M E T.RIC IST.. . . .....
6005 FOWMAT(//// 2 1H SYMMETRIC FLAP MODE /)
6006 FORLvAT1////23M UNSYMMETRIC FLAP MODE /)
600.7... f RM TL . S L E _ YMME RIC M DE.... .......... 
6008 FOR~ATf////3P I USEP-SUPPLIED UNSYMMETRIC MODE /I
600Q FORMAT(////29H AN;TT-SYMmETRIC UNIFORM MODE /)
6010 .. FcATIL/.I1 .L fXGE..J.._..)
6011 FORAT(//126 ANTI SYMMETRIC FLAP MODE /I
6012 FORMAT(////35H USER-SUPPLIED ANTI-SYMME7RI C MODE /I
6013 ' ATLL/ 1 __ .ES_ R._AND FILE CLO SED ./// )
L rOUT' L .T2 (XINFIN,NIN, XOUT,FOUT,NOUTNRITE)
C . ........ .. .....
C THISIS SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE FUNCTION FOUT A-T THE
. XOUT-LOO'CATONS USING LINEAR INTERPOLATION FROM THE
C ..U.LXINF I..N T B L.,..... ....... "-
C XIN MUST EITHER BE IN ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER,
C XoJT MAY B N AY WLRICALOR R,
C NTN: maV BE 1, IN w aICH CASE THE VALUE FIN(1) IS ASSIrNED TO (FOUT)
R AL LINIT
IJENSION XI (NIN),F INTNIN), XOUTNOUT),FOIUT(NOUT)
LT .X ..E.~r. ..x1... E!. X (X "X .
C
I fNIIFQ,i) GO TO 600
.. ...  .LL S I -. ... .... . _.._ _... ._. ..
NUPR=NINw1
DO 500 NOX1,NOUT
IiGN*XOUT eNOl ,T,.SIrGN*XlNe?)) rO Tn 10 
-_____
FOUT(NO) a LINITCXQUT(NJO),XINUi) XIN(2),FINCI) ,FIN(2))
GO TO 500
FOUT(NO) = LINTTfXOUT(NO) ,XIN(NtPR) ,XINCNIN) ,FIN(NUPR),FINiNIN),
GO TO 500
200 rOkITIN11F
DO 300 NI=30NUPR
IFSIGN*XUTNO).GFSIGN*XlNrNI)) GO TO 300
________ : LT.NTTrXnUT(NO) aXTNN'm1,XINCN!~p
IF IN (NIPi)PFIN (NI) )
r-O To 500
A nfl0 rONTINUE
I'RITE(NRITFp1) XIN
FORMAT(lHit 'TABLE NOT IN ASCE'NDING OR DES!ENDING ORDERINi
STOP. 13
500 CONTINUE
RFTURN
606l D0_binNOVIpNOUT 
_______
610 rOUT(NO)zF'IN(1j)
RFETURN
E !') Q
5UqROUTINE. SLOPESC(USpU61UCOoCONVFET4CPtCHICPfMMUP
IPPf ALF A )
INTFGEFR U5,U6#U~tm.PP,P____
LOGICAL CONV2,LQOGITEST
REAL L
DImENSION ETACPCMMU)- CH.TCPtPP)- ALFAfPP-tMmU)
DIMENSION FTAc20)pALFA2(15*20)#-ALFA3(30)p CHIr41)0
2FeIJols H(40)
DIMENSION TESTCI5),CHIDUm(3o)
c~*.HE DIMENSION OF THE "ABOVE TwO ARRAYS StHODjjEAS lARGE-
C,....AS PP AND 2*PP, RESPECTIVELEY
C
r ---- THF rIMFNSTON F AlIFA3 MtST BF THF MAXTMIIM OF 2PP ANO
C.*,,.NSMAY,
C.....NSMAX IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS AT
-F,,,,WHITH DATA SHOULD SE CVFN'
C.., NSMAX IS A DIMENSION FOR ETAALFA2, AND ALFA3.
DATA NSMAX /20/
C'...,NTBMAX.1 IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CHORDWISE LOCATIONS
C,.,',,AT WHICH THE CAMBER OR SLOPE DATA SHOULD BE GIVEN,
C.,...NTBMAX IS T-fE DIEN$SON OF CHT AND ALFE
C,,,.NTBMAX.1 IS THE DIMENSION OF A, B, Cp Lo G,
C,....E AND'H. SINCE A IS ALSO'USED FOR A CAMBER OR SLOPE
Cee,.POLYNOMTAL, TwE DTMENSTON OF A MUST BE AT LEAST 8
DATA NTBMAX /.1/
f,,,.,EPS IS USED FOR-NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION
C,'.=OF THE CAMBER DISTRIBUTION DETERMINED BY A TABLE AND
Co... CODI2. (CCONTROLLED DEVIATION INTERPOLATION METHOD).
DATA EPSDEF /5. .3/
C
C. ,,,NPPMAX IS THE FIRST DIMENSION.OF ALFA2 AND THE MAXIMUM
S.....ALLOWABLE VALUE FOR PP,
DATA NPPMAX /15/
IF(PP,GT,NPPMAXi CALL STOP2(U6,i PP.TOO LARGE IN SUB, SLOPES i,
1FLOAT(PP))
C
C,,,,.,NSPSEc IS THE NUMBER OF SPANWISE SECTIONS.
.L....ITYPES DENOTES THE TYPE OF SPANW SE TPOLAIO_
C,,. ,, 0 IMPLIE'S STRAIGHT LINE INTERPOLATION's
e,,,,, NOT 0 IMPLIES THAT CODIM2 WILL BE USED'
IFfrONV2) WRITEUrUOenDAn
IF(NSPSEC.GTNSMAX) CALL STOP2(U4,
11 TOO MANY SPANWISE SECTIONS IN SUP, SLOPES, I,FLOAT(NSPSEC))
TF(ITYDES,E,O) GO TO 20
IF(CONV2)WRITE(UCO,b01)
SREAD.US1 5Q5OL __I_ .K
p0 CONTINUE
C
~DQ...... 0 . _. .SPSE 5 0t SS ... -.- .---. S. .
IF'rONV2) RPITEfUnOCb006)
PEADrVS5001) ETA(N),TwIST
C,,,,ETA IS THE SPbNWISE VARIABLE, IT MAY EXCEED 11 IN VALUE
..,,..,I ORDER TO CONTROL THE CODIM2 INTERPOLATION NEAR THE ENDS,
-...... ,.,.I S1 _S ..,T 1 HE ..NG LE.QF TWIST. -, .T .
IF(CONV2) WRITE(UCO, 602)
REA0(U5?5000) ITYPEC
..,,,,ITYPEC DENOTES THE TYPE OF CHORDWISE SLOPE -EFINITION
C.o...THAT THE USER WANTS TO USE.
0 MPLI.ES1_T1RE_ S _O .._MBER, .UST .WT. , IS..
C..,.. I IMPLIES THAT A SET OF POLYNOMIALS DEFINES THE SLOPE
,..... DISTRIBUTION
..._.. , _L__L___ L TSTAT SET OF_ POLYNLA.LSDE- IN.E S_THE -
Co,,,, CAMBER DISTRIBUTION'
C.,.. 3 IMPLIES THAT A TABLE OF VALUES DEFINES THE SLOPE
DISTRIBUTION, SUqROUTINE C9DIM2 ILL LE USE FOR TH.
C,,,,, INTERPOLATION
C,,.,,, IMPLIES THAT A TABLE OF VALUES DEFINES THE
S CABER DISTRIUTION' CQ M-M -WILL -BE USE. TO
C,,,, DETERMIh!E THE CAMBER IN TwE VICINITY OF THE CONTROL
e,,,,, POINTS, THEN NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION WILL qE USED
. T ETERMINE THF SLOPS. -. . .L 0 P ..F.
,,,,., 5 IMPLIES THAT A TABLE OF VALUES DEFINES THE SLOPE
C,.... DISTRIBUTION, A CUBIC SPLINE FIT WILL 8E USED TO
c- . DETERMINE VALUES AT THE CH RgLSE_CONQLSAIINS..
C..... 6 IMPLIES THAT A TABLE OF VALUES DEFINES THE CAMBER
Case$ DISTRIBUTION, A CUBIC SPLINE WILL jE DETERMINED FOR
C_.LJ.L. THE TABLE AND THEN DIF FE riEI_8AA.B... ..
C,,,,, SLOPES,
IFrITYPErF ) GO Th ion
IFCITYPEC,LTO) GO TO 450
IF(CTYPE,LT.3) GO TO 200
IF__IYPEC L T 7) GO TO _00
.P0 TO u50
100 CONTINUE
0D 110 .Pi PP
110 ALFA2(PN):T.WIST
r.0 TO 500
T0..... IN__
C,,,,,EVALU-ATING CHORDWISE SLOPES FROM POLYNOMIALS'
........... R lt clCo. _ u rl, 1, o3
READCUSS000) NPOI.S
CwIMIN=0,
Dfi z 
-
__ 
_ 
________21_______ 
PPP
210 TEST(P)-,TRU',
0( 280 NPC-lNPOLS
.. .I.FONv2 . RITE UT A4 OLI.__
C,,,,,CHIMAX DENOTES THE UPPER LIMIT OF THE POLYNOMIAL, THE
C,,,,,SCAL IS A SCALE FACTOR FOR THE POLYNOMIAL
C,,,,, COEFFICIENTS, DEFAULT VALUE IS 1,
C.+. ,C~..RE.F LS THF ORGI N OF THE POLYNOML ___
REO' US,50.01) CHIMAX,SCALECwIREF
IF(CHIMAXE.0,) CHIMAY=a,
......... REA U5 50_O_01) 
_a_)_!I_ 
_8)
C.,,,,THE NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS IS LIMITED TO 8,
C, .. ... _ _ 1 _ F L 0 4. NC, .TE M N S T F_1LA[_ALN
NTERmUS=
0 215 I=1,8
_..IEIA101ER MS.l . 1 J_0 ._T~.Zi 220_...
NT F PmAS=:NT E P MS-1
215 CONTTNUE
CALL ST0Pi2(u6#'..A-CAM8ER.OR SLOPE POLYNOMIAL. IN SUL3. SLOPES
I HAS AL, 0 COFFFICTENT FTAz lop-TACN))
220 IF(SCALE.FcQ.O.)GO TO 226
00 225 I=1,NTERMS
225 4(!)cACI)*SCALE
226 rOKIT T NtE
r ..... THE FOLL014ING E.VALUATES THE SLOPE FOR ALL CONTROL POINTS
Cos.'f.~HICH LIE WITHIN IHE RANGE OF T HF PO1,,YNOM~tL.
o0 275 P=jPP
IFCCHIC(P).1jH m1li) Go TO 27c
IF(CCICP(P).rGT.CHIM4AY GO TO 275
IFfITYPE.CEU.2) GO TO 240
Ai-FA?(PpN)=A11) - rV!ST
IF (NTFRMS.F0,j) GO TO 270
VzCIHCP)wCHIREF
230 X=X*(CWICF(P)-CHIREFj
r O TO p~
S240 ALFA2CPj):AC?) - T'%ST
IF (NIERMS *LTS) GO TO 270
Y=CHICP(,P)-CHIRF
'M) 2U~5 1:3 ,NTPR!'S
Al-FAP(PpN)=ALKA2(PoNl + FLOAT(T-!)*X*4~fI)
270 T .T C P)VA LS5 F
p75 o-ON'TIM.JE
C H ImT N = C .4 1 MA y
C.0 ON! T T ,!U E
LOG1:,FALSE.
DO2A P=1.PP
285 L ()G I1)fG I ao R TpS TC
I F (t-G 1.) C a . S T 0 P ij
I' a CHR)LoIsE PrLY, 010, N C)TrVER ENTIRE CHririD, ETA: 1
GO TO 500
C....,EVALUATING THE CHORDWISE SLOPES FROM TABLES
300 CONTINUE
I.. rItCONV2) .lITEl CLUtIO.0 5S
READU550O01) SCALFpA1,AN
YKCmAi
C.,,,,SCALE IS A SCALE FaC.TOR FUR THE TABLE ENTRIES,
C,...,,l AND AN ARE THF SLOPES AT THE END POINTS OF THE TABLE,
C.,1,..,A1 A D...ALSHOLD. E PUT IN IE.. POS.SIRLE, ESPECIALLY IF
C,....TE TABLE IS ONE GIVING THF CAMBER. IF BOTH VALUES ARE
C.,,..ACTUALLY LERO, THEN INPUT ONE AS 1,E,30, IF EITER IS
t.... 3E.M. _L O TR.L UST E .LIV E.i,
C,.,,.XKC IS THE END POINT INTERPOLATION CONTROL FOR CODIM2,
C....IF XKC=O,, THEN STRAIGHT LINES wILL E USED. IN THE END
A......ERAL. - XKCMA.-_ THEN FULL --PARABOLIC
C,,,,..INTERPOLATION WILL BE USED IN THE END INTERVALS, A
C,,,,,VALUE IN BETWEEN WILL GIVE A CURVE IN RETWEEN.
.- .K LS.CL..O... 4 S C A.LE ;1. -
NTAB=O
S31-0 CONTINUE
EADf(U55001) CHI(NTAB)pALF{NTAB)
IFNTAB,GT,NTBMAX) CALL STOP2?U,
. T... MANY _ABRLE NTRIES IN SUB, SLOPES. ETA ',ETA(N))
IF(CI(NTA),LT98.) GO TO 310
N TAB:NTA 81
SF. _ IFI.TY .PEC._.1EQ. 3_GO.10 315. .. .
IF(ITYPECEQ4) GO TO 350
G0 TO 400
3 15 P O NT N IJE _. . . .. . .. ..
C,,.,,TWE TABLE IS ONE OF SLOPES AND CODIM2 WILL BE USED,
CALL CODM C CHLECl NT ABCHICP ALFA3vPP KC)
0o 320 P:I,PP
ALFA2(PfN)=AI.FA3rP)-TwIST
rC: TO 500
350 CONTTNUE
C
C.....TlE Ta'LE IS ONE OF CAMBER AND CODIM2 AND NUMERICAL DIF-
r,,.,,FERENTTTION *wLL RE USED,
J=-1
C EFSDEF IS THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR EPS (SEE DATA STATEMENTS)
FPS : EPSDEP
IF(A!, NE.0,)EPS:AM
DO 355 .PIl,PP
J=J+2
CHID.MfJ)tCHICP(P)-EPS
CHID LMCJ+1):CHICPCP)EPS
155- CONTINUF
CALL CODIM2(ALFCHINTAB,CHIDU'MAL FA32*PPXKCI
On 360 P=:,PP
360 ALFA?2P,N):CALFA3CJ+I)-ALFA3(J))/(2,*EPS) - T4IST
GO T 500
0on C'TOTINUE
C,,,,t CORIC SiLINE FIT OILL RE USED TO DETERMINE THE CAMBER
C...,.OR SLOPE DISTRIRUTION, SPLINt IS CALLED
C,,,,,WkEN iHE END POINT DERIVATIVES ARE NOT GIVEN. IT SETS
C,,,,TME SECOND DERIVATIVE TO ZERO AT THE END POINTS, IF THE
C.....E^.D POINT DERIVATIVES ARE WNOWN TO a HIGH DEGREE OF
C..,,,ACCURACY.(,~.PERCEN.T?) THEN SPLIN2 SHOULD E USED AS IT
..,,~ORKS MUCH SETTEL,
TIFfiFD.o ,AND. ANoE0.o,
S CaLL .SPLI N1(..TABCi.,ALFf,A,B,CLrGFE E,
IFraic, E,, ,OR, AN,NE,0,)
ICALL SPL1N2(NTAF,CHIALF,#AB,C,L,G,E,H,AI ,AN
C,,,,.IN THE AOVE AB,C ARE THE LOCAL SPLINE COEFFICIENTS
C..,,,D L,G,PE ANr1  H ARE WORKING SPACFC,
!n .30 P=1,PP
DO 410 J:,NTAB
TF(rX,LT.0.) GO TO 41t5
410 CONTNIJE
I ... .-. M LNT__A_4 ._.*.____ ._ _  _....____  
- ___ 
_ 
-___ 
~ _ ~_
415 N! I c ! A X r(, - - .
D)CwICP(P)-CHI (Nj)
I F f I TYI PrLC_.E-W.b). GOAD 2. .. .. .
ALFA;(P, N) =-AL(FrI1 J+DUAN+D C(I?4DY** . -TWIS
c,.....1 EVALUATINGc THE A8IVE *SPLINE CURVES TT WAS ASSUMED THAT
.. .. 'c ~J NY R. 0~I L ' .P0i .hi.E'.LTS1ET..1 DoE. Zi..a..8 .LE.. ....
43M CfLNT DJUE.
0*r Tr! 000
Cr....EVALIUATING THE SLOPES USING A USER.SUPPLIED
C4 5 R. UT1 t
CALL USL.OPE(U5,U6,IJCO,CONIV2,F NETAC ) ,PP,rHICP,
I T Y P F C - A L A P 
_ 
--- - ---00 060 P:I.PP
ALF A? PN)A LFA3( )T4fIST
500b r(~TIXfE
I6.-
c .
- ..-..--.- --- ---
CT,,T TiwIS POIgT THF oLTEPMINATION OF THE SLOPE DTSTRIBU'TIONC***A ~ THE INTERSECZTONS OF THE CHPRDFTSE CONTRQOLA.INES &'J
rf .... HF rIVErN, .TA STATIONIS HAS BEEN 6CCOMPLSHED. NON IT
C...I.Tq NFCESSAiV TO TNTEPPOLATE To OBTAIN THE SLOPES
Ss ms T CTOHTRL STATN SPi Y ETACP
n 1oo00 P=I.PP
L 0. .600 N;, Xl.NSP SEC 
..
,,, ,,THE MINUS SIGN rELOW OCCURS BECAUSE THE INDUCED DOWNWASH
C....EQUALS MINUS THE _GIVEN SLOPE',
ALFAj(N)=-ALFA2(PN)
600 CONTINUE
I.TYRT E ,E...0) ..CALL 5TRAT21.ETA,.ALFA3,NSPSECETAC.P,
IALPF, MUUCO)
IF(ITYPES,NE,o CALL CODM?2(ALFA3,ETANSP5EC,ETACP,
ALF,hXK) 
..... ...
ALFACPM)=ALF(M)
.6 .CONTINUE .
1000 CONTINUE
RETURN,
--C-
C
C,,,,.FORMATS
5000 FOR MaT (1615 )
5001 FOR6T(FIO )
6000 _FORM AT(T ENTER .NSPSErSiITYPES1/).
6001 FORMAT(I ENTEP Xi/ )
6002 FORMaT( ENTER ITYPErl!)
6003 FORMAT(t ENTEFR NPOLS,/)
600b FORmAl(I ENTER CHIMAX,SCALE,CHIREF//, POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS )
600s FOR~AT(f ENTER TABLE SCALE FACTORP Al(OR XKC),r/
1' Ak(OR EPS), .AD THE ..AfE, (CHI=9q.STOPSL / .
600b FORmT(i ENTER ETA, TAISTI/)
EN
SUmROUTINE SPLIN I ,No .FIAoP ,C, G,., ).......
REAL L
SI ENSIOi_ Y.(k)
DjIfMESION F(N)
tlm>jST0N CM)
rIENSION bN)
'IMEhSION LCN)
OIMENSION GC(N
nlm':STON H -
C t1) 02
!i( I )=00
:l alU C & 11 7 (
2m! CONTINUEJ -
DO 20 JzZ204
E (I) (L ~ ) F~)/i
QA CONTINUE:
4m CONTINUE
RF T URN
U-1: 0 U TIQ TY0121.N o..Ks £! , fp ILo, V4 A 1 A W
PEAL .L
DIM4ENSION X(N)
!WIENSION a(M)
DIMENSION R(N)
')I M ION C
m I MENSI ON' LG(N)
tmImENSION G(N3
k~z - 1
I ccT t) Vfik +1 -uE
H(2)5*r,*G) 1,5*AI1)
r30 ?n~ I =3m
2r r 0T T 1vLiE
3n r U N T TL N LIE
i C1) -3 A i-~r~*()
CC k:)3.(wiC)/2*Cfl =Q*,~
ARI :,CI)nL()* ? JCR+NC11) 3
F -iF
S~nROUTINE ST0P2(NMESAGE*VAL)
DIMEN~SION NIISAGEC~n)
T 7 TF.CfJ.) F.A EV AI_
ST tiP 1.3
I F U KN!tAT(//** lo2DA~! ****I/I VAmtplE15,7)
F v.r
